
Electrostatic field control osmotic pressure, to achieve "the second

type of perpetual motion machine" experimental report

After issuing "A Scheme of the Second Type of Perpetual

Motion Machine is Realized by Using Imbalance of Cationic

and Anions"，The authors have experimentally verified and

have obtained some very interesting results. The report is

now reported as follows:

一．Laboratory equipment and devices:

In the figure above, 1 is "A pair of Screw", 2 is the 6

"washer"，3 is "φ19mm fine mesh filter", 4 is "φ25mmRO

semipermeable membrane", 5 is "φ25mm fine mesh filter",

6 is "φ25mm diversion mesh", 7 is "surface covered with

insulating film, plastic φ19mm copper Foil electrode ",

8 is" φ25mm diversion mesh ", 9 is" 6 to 4 tap ", 10 is"



4 to 2 tap ", 11 is" 2 minute tee ".The experimental system

of the above device assembly is shown below.（In the "Screw"

within the space, filled with sodium sulfate solution; in

the "transparent plastic pipe", filled with pure water.）





二．The experimental phenomena are recorded as

followsThe following figure is from September 10 at 23

o'clock on the left and right tube in the liquid level

record data（The larger the data, indicating the lower level;

red dotted line corresponding to the time, to the left side

of the electrode applied 32V negative, to the right side

of the electrode applied 32V positive; blue dotted line

corresponding to the moment, the polarity of the electrode

reversed）.



三．Summary of the experiment:

1.From September 10, at 23 o'clock, to September 16 at 8

o'clock, no power conditions, the theory of expectations

"on both sides of the liquid level" phenomenon has been

unable to appear;But the level of both sides of the general

decline, "liquid level difference" stable at 6cm or so;

2. September 16 at 8 o'clock, the application of 32V

electrostatic voltage, the level of significant

changes:The liquid level on the cathode side is

significantly increased and the level of the anode side is

relatively decreased.Reverse the electrode polarity, the

liquid level difference also appears to reverse.Although,

according to the theory of inferred, it should be after

power: "the anode side of the relative rise in liquid level,

the relative level of the cathode side down";But the

experimental facts show that: changes in liquid level and

personal previous theoretical judgment is just the

opposite.Seeking theoretical explanation？

3.In the case of zero current, only ± 32V of the

electrostatic field reversal, it brought the liquid level

up to about 30cm significant dramatic changes.Where does

the energy that causes the liquid level

change?Experimental facts seem to have been presented for

the human "second type of perpetual motion machine"?！


